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Experimental Design
Each microarray experiment in the SAM project involves a comparison of two cell types using
two-color microarrays. The work of Dobbin, Shih, and Simon (2003) shows that the optimal
design for identifying cell-type differences for a fixed number of microarray slides involves
1. pairing samples of different cell types on each slide,
2. assuring that the two possible assignments of dyes to cell types are each used on an equal
number of slides, and
3. measuring each independent cell-type sample on exactly one slide.
Such a design is depicted in Figure 1 along with some competing designs that could be used to
compare two cell types with two color microarrays. The superiority of Design A to Design B in
Figure 1 illustrates that adding new pairs of samples measured on only one slide each is better
than measuring existing samples with multiple slides. The superiority of Design B to C in Figure
1 illustrates that it is better to measure existing samples twice rather than only once if additional
biological samples are unavailable. Finally the superiority of Design A to Design C indicates that
increasing the number of independent sample pairs increases the quality of the design. We
typically use at least 6 independent pairs of samples. It is quite difficult to separate genes
differentially expressed between cell types from other genes using fewer than 6 independent
sample pairs.
Another design (not depicted in Figure 1) that is often used for the two cell-type comparison is
the so called reference design in which samples of each cell type are each compared on slides
against a common reference sample. Dobbin, Shih, and Simon (2003) show that this design is
inferior to our proposed design when the goal is to identify genes that are differentially expressed
between cell types using a fixed number of slides.
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Data Analysis
We typically use separate mixed linear model analysis for each gene (Wolfinger et al., 2001)
coupled with False Discovery Rate considerations (Storey and Tibshirani, 2003) to identify
genes whose mean expression differs between cell types. Prior to mixed linear model analyses,
we normalize data within each slide using the LOWESS normalization approach (Dudoit et al.,
2002; Yang et al., 2002) to account for the possibility of intensity-dependent dye bias. We
normalize data across slides by adding a constant to the log-scale data for each combination of
slide and dye so that the median of the log-scale data will be the same for all combinations of
slide and dye (Yang et al., 2002).
The mixed linear model that we consider for each gene includes fixed effects for cell types and
dyes along with random effects for slides. (Though we apply normalization strategies intended to
remove dye effects, gene-specific dye effects often persist following normalization; thus we find
it necessary to include dye effects in our gene-specific mixed models.) A simple and effective
way to conduct these mixed linear model analyses is to perform a regression analysis on the
difference in normalized log-scale signals between the two dye channels for each gene and slide.
An R script for normalizing, analyzing, and plotting data is provided here.
Other Resouces
Co-PI Dan Nettleton teaches a course on the statistical design and analysis of microarray
experiments each spring. Additional information addressing many aspects of statistical design
and analysis of microarray experiments is available on his course Web page.
Many R functions for microarray data analysis are freely available at Bioconductor, an open
source and open development software project for the analysis and comprehension of genomic
data.
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